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Abstract
Three-dimensional (3D) visualization in cancer control has seen recent progress due to
the benefits it offers to the treatment, education, and understanding of the disease. This
work identifies the need for an application that directly processes two-dimensional (2D)
DICOM images for the segmentation of a brain tumor and the generation of an interactive
3D model suitable for enabling multisensory learning and visualization. A new software
application (M-3Ds) was developed to meet these objectives with three modes of
segmentation (manual, automatic, and hybrid) for evaluation. M-3Ds software was
designed to mitigate the cognitive load and empower health care professionals in their
decision making for improved patient outcomes and safety. Comparison of mode
accuracy was evaluated. Industrial standard software programs were employed to verify
and validate the results of M-3Ds using quantitative volumetric comparison. The study
determined that M-3Ds‘ hybrid mode was the highest accuracy with least user
intervention for brain tumor segmentation and suitable for the clinical workflow. This
paper presents a novel approach to improve medical education, diagnosis, treatment for
either surgical planning or radiotherapy of brain cancer.
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Chapter 1

1. Introduction
1.1.

Problem statement

The 3D structure of organs make it difficult for clinicians to read 2D images from MRI‘s,
CT scans, SPECT and PET scans [4]. Therefore, 3D modelling of the cancer tumor from
a set of 2D Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) images can
provide a more direct and realistic visualization for the clinicians. Such a model offers to
play a vital role in the medical education, clinical diagnosis and treatment [5] as it
improves cancer visualization, detection, and monitoring. Our 3D visualization of
DICOM images is a process that uses a large set of 2D images to produce a 3D image
model that can be analyzed quantitatively [5]. Accurate segmentation of pathological
structures as tumor is a challenging process because tumors have a large diversity in
shape and appearance with overlapping intensities with the normal tissues. An expanding
tumor can defect/ deform adjacent tissue in the body giving healthy tissue an abnormal
shape [3,4]. In addition, the heterogeneous density of the brain tissue with a tumor can
result in inaccurate location identification [7]. Commonly available 3D visualization
programs only provide manual and/or automated segmentation. However, the proposed
method (M-3Ds) in this paper is a software prototype that provides three types of
segmentation modes: manual, automated, and hybrid.

1
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1.2.

Research objective
Developing an automated method by which 2D DICOM images could be converted

into 3D model for brain cancer segmentation and visualization.
1.3.

Proposed System (M-3Ds Brain Cancer Visualization)
M-3Ds Brain Cancer Visualization is specified software for meningiomas and

homogenous hypo-intensity gliomas. Automated cancer visualization through image
processing, segmentation to extract the region of interest (ROI) and 3D reconstruction
improves cancer diagnosis by determining the size and location of the tumor. In this 3D
cancer visualization prototype, cancer is going to be extracted by using one of the three
modes of segmentations (manual, automated and hybrid) followed by 3D reconstruction
for both the tumor and the skull. The orientation of the reconstructed skull and tumor can
be manipulated along three axes (x, y, and z) through an interactive screen. Furthermore,
these two objects (the tumor and skull) are developed in different colors to enhance
visualization of both of them as shown in Fig.1.1. The generated skull can change its
opacity and make it translucent to preserve sufficient details for visualization and depth
cueing by control of the pixel transparency of the skull; this visualization option allows
intuitive depth perception[8].
Development of this prototype requires installing several open source libraries, such
as VTK (Visualization Toolkit), SimpleITK (Insight Segmentation and Registration
Toolkit) and numpy-STL, Skimage, WXpython, and Py.DICOM. Tumor segmentation
and extraction were performed by using the region growing and binary thresholding
algorithms. For 3D reconstruction, the marching cube algorithm was used to create STL2
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file (Stereo Lithography). Seeds of 3D reconstruction of skull and tumor are stored in
STL- file and enable it to be printed by 3D printing. This system is designed to work on
MRI of localized intracranial tumors particularly the meningiomas and hypo-intensity,
homogenous gliomas by using FLAIR saggital images.

Figure 1-1 M-3Ds converts series of brain tumor of MRI from 2D into 3D model of
tumor, skull and both of them
1.4.

Thesis contribution
In the medical field, 2D images represent the 3D anatomical structure that must be

mentally reconstructed by physicians to make the decision for specific steps of treatment.
M-3Ds Brain Cancer Visualization software is specialized for localized brain tumor
extraction and strongly contributes to clinical decision support by providing
computational assistance. The focus of this thesis was to develop a prototype that
segments/isolates the brain tumor while the classification of the brain tumors[9] is beyond

3
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the scope of this work. That leads the researcher to develop a framework for accurate
brain tumor isolation algorithm and quantify the accuracy of different 3D tumor
segmentation by comparing the proposed software with some of the existing 3D
visualization software and different approaches of segmentation algorithms.
The main contribution of M-3Ds software is being a brain tumor extraction tool that
offers three modes of segmentations (manual, automated and hybrid). These modes of
segmentation were assessed on their performance and accuracy which are required for
computer assisted diagnosis, tumor monitoring, and therapy planning [10]. Additionally,
it can be considered as a prognostic tool[11] and would offer an important step forward
for better understanding of tumor dynamics, temporal growth, and response to treatments
(radiotherapy and surgery) [12,13] by providing an automatic 3D volumetric assessment
of the tumor.
1.5.

Survey among simulating 3D visualization software of medical images
Various software packages for image processing and visualization of medical

images are commonly used for this type of work. Several of these applications exist as
off-the-shelf applications and available for research and diagnosis purposes like 3D
Slicer, imageJ, Osirix, ParaView, 3D-Doctor and Synapse 3D. Most of the previously
mentioned programs are open sources. Open source programs are considered a public
collaboration and made available for use, modification, and redistribution. Recently, the
largest commercial companies in medical imaging started to contribute to this field and
developed flexible and robust systems [14]. Comparing between these software and M3Ds is illustrated in Table I.
4
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TABLE I: FEATURE COMPARISON OF M-3Ds SOFTWARE AND SOME
POPULARE SOFTWARE PROGRAMS IN LITERATURE AND MARKET

Each of the software packaged compared in Table I will be described below:
1.5.1. 3D Slicer
It is an open source software application developed to enable flexible
radiological and biomedical imaging research[14],[15],[20]. 3D Slicer runs on modern
Windows, Mac and a variety of Linux distributions. It considered as one tool of
interactive brain tumor segmentation and 3D reconstruction [16]as in Fig.1.2, 1.3. It is a
portable workstation that supports visualizations and provides advanced functionality
such as automated segmentation and registration for a variety of applications. It
provides abstractions for the data communication, visualization and user interface
development[15]. 3D Slicer is unique as it is open source and the user can add new

5
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processing routines to it. This feature has made this software more practical and
appropriate for academic and research applications[10]. For a better understanding of
3D Slicer, a comparison of its performance with M-3Ds, and DICOM images of case 1
and case 2 were evaluated. It was found that 3D Slicer has manual and semi-automated
segmentations requiring several user interventions; for example, each region of interest
(ROI) requires a specific color and the user must determine the appropriate color of ROI
then highlighting the ROI with that color as illustrated in Fig.1.3. Notably, if
segmentation is not performed carefully inaccuracy will occur due to pixel value
similarity in adjacent structures. Moreover, 3D Slicer segmentation method is based on
GrowCut algorithm which is an interactive region growing segmentation method. The
algorithm uses a competitive region growing approach and is considered as having good
accuracy and speed for the 2D and 3D image segmentation. [17].

Figure 1-2 both images demonstrated different planes of brain and its 3D reconstruction
offered transparent function
6
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Figure 1-3 (a) Segmentation and 3D reconstruction of tumor. (b) Role of accuracy during
coloring ROI, where lateral ventricle was involved as well
1.5.2. ParaVeiw
ParaView is a free, open-source, multi-platform data analysis and visualization
software[14],[18]. The data exploration can be done interactively in 3D or
programmatically using ParaView batch processing capabilities. ParaView provided with
memory computing resources that support analyzing extremely large datasets
[18].ParaView enhanced by Computational Anatomy Works (CAWorks) for medical
imaging[19]. Computational Anatomy defined as the mathematical and computational
analysis of human shape and form. Computational: anatomy has three components:


Anatomical manifold generation via segmentation of known structures



Anatomical manifold quantification via morphometric comparison



Disease detection and diagnosis.

7
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Kitware (an open-source software research and development company)[20]in
corporation with The National Alliance for Medical Image Computing (NA-MIC), which
is a collaborative community for the researchers, who share the same goals and objectives
that modern health care demands improved technologies[21]. They launched a
visualization platform project that considered as a combination of three platforms [22];
MIDAS[23], 3D Slicer[16], ParaView[18].This is made possible by loading the data from
a MIDAS data storage[24], [25] then processing the data using 3D Slicer modules.
Finally, by providing surface modelling and volume rendering using the ParaView.
However, similar results were conducted by M-3Ds per sue.
1.5.3. ImageJ
ImageJ (or Fiji) is open source image processing software that provides 3D rendering
of 2D images slices[26],[27]. It can be installed on any platform that supports Java such
as Linux (32 bit), Linux (64 bit), Windows (32 bit), and Windows (64 bit) [26]. ImageJ is
not only for radiological images, but also for other biomedical images. Its role is to
import an image stack from the file, getting image information, selecting the image
portions with a rectangle and processing the selected portion only, removing selected
portion of the image, subtracting a particular intensity value from each pixel in the image,
multiplying each pixel intensity value by a particular number, applying the image
processing procedures to a single image or to the whole image stack[28]. ImageJ does not
offer automated segmentations, but is provided with a plugin that creates interactive
surface plots from all image types. This plugin has "Perspective" and "Scale" sliders
allow the 3D-projection and the size of the surface plot to be changed [28]. Furthermore,
8
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manipulation of these sliders could help in isolation of the specified portion as illustrated
in Fig.1.4. ImageJ is a combination of powerful libraries with a broad range of scripting
languages to provide rapid prototyping of image-processing algorithms[29]. The
methodology of image segmentation of imageJ is summarized in the following steps: 1)
pre-processing steps, which decrease the spatial variation of the image, 2) thresholding,
which produces one or more binary masks, 3) masking or Region of interest (ROI)
selection, 4) post-processing steps, for example including second thresholding or
parametric fitting and 5) final measurement of volume, area, angles, etc[30]. At the
beginning of this project ImageJ was installed to learn and understand the ways of
segmentation and 3D reconstruction as demonstrated inFig.1.5.

Figure 1-4 Example of interactive 3D surface plot of breast tissue [1]

9
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Figure 1-5 (a) Image acquisition of brain tumor of Case1, (b) 3D reconstruction of skull
and (c) transparent function
1.5.4. Synapse 3D
Advanced visualization workflow just by a one-click user can access to 3D images
[31]. Synapse 3D is integrated with Synapse PACS and can be a supportive tool for
doctors and surgeons. Designed and developed by Fujifilm. It can support DICOM
storage for CT, MR, and PET. Synapse 3D provides clinicians with a streamlined, rapid,
and efficient workflow. The patient database was synchronized with Synapse PACS
because of SYNAPSELink that used in Synapse 3D to save time during retrieving and
saving images. Fujifilm Image Intelligence technology provides volume rendering
through a 3D viewer, automatic extraction of ROI and accurate volumetric measurements.
Also, users can easily scroll through orthogonal images and take snapchat that can be
saved directly to Synapse PACS[31].
1.5.5. 3D- DOCTOR
It is an advanced 3D modeling, image processing and measurement software for
MRI, CT, PET, and other biomedical images[10],[2]. It supports both grayscale and color
images stored in DICOM, JPEG and other image file formats. It exports the mesh models
to STL and other formats for surgical planning, simulation, rapid prototyping applications
and quantitative analysis. 3D volume can be calculated and make other 3D measurements
for quantitative analysis. 3D CT/MRI images can be re-sliced easily along an arbitrary
axis. Some degree of similarity between 3D- Doctors and M-3Ds in segmentation and 3D
modeling is displayed inFig.1.6 and 1.7.

10
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Figure 1-6 See-through (transparency) technique for tumor in (a) 3D-DOCTOR[2] and
(b) M-3Ds

Figure 1-7 Both(a) 3D-Doctor[2] and (b) M-3Ds have similar features about segmentation
and 3D reconstruction
1.5.6. OsiriX
It is an open source software that stands alone on a Mac OS X operating system
[3]. The first iPhone (iOS) version of OsiriX was released in November 2008, and in
December 2010, OsiriX developed a new version of for iOS that supports iPad
devices[32].Image processing and rendering based on open source libraries as ITK and

11
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VTK [3]; and ROI is segmented semi-automatically. The aim of OsiriX is to deliver the
best possible viewer for images produced by radiology equipment, such as MRI, CT,
PET, PET–CT, SPECT-CT, Ultrasounds, etc.[32], [33]. The program displayed the
images directly without pre-loading of images from the disk to memory before a review.
As series of 2D images is selected the images are displayed automatically [3]. The
similarity between OsiriX and M-3Ds in this feature is demonstrated inFig.1.8.

Figure 1-8 Both (a) Osirix [3]and (b) M-3Ds show the similarity in 2D images acquisition
1.6.

Connection to eHealth
3D visualization of cancer grants clinicians the ability to observe lesions more

intuitively and precisely during the diagnosis process where they found it a helpful tool
particularly when it used as a computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) and computer-assisted
therapy and surgery with 3D images in healthcare services. 3D visualization of cancer
plays an important role in the quantitative analysis of imaging data. From these concepts
M-3Ds could be considered as a part of a clinical decision support system (CDSS)
especially if machine learning technique is used.

12
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As demonstrated in Table I, some commercial visualization systems are available in
the market for decision support and providing solutions for visualization design in both
2D and 3D design. One of these examples is the 3D Slicer that could be considered as a
portable workstation provided with additional functionalities that empower clinicians‘
performance[15].
3D Cancer visualization would be helpful in telediagnostic imaging support system
particularly if the 3D object is bandwidth optimized. In turn, it will impact positively in
the field of eHealth when it is connected to network and mobile technologies[34]. M-3Ds
Brain Cancer Visualization could be applied in a mobile setting, thus allowing it to be
accessed anywhere, because the algorithm is designed to be less processing power. Also,
it is intended to be free and open source software that could be installed on any operating
system or web client that supports Python. Thus, it could be considered as a portable tool
for diagnosing gliomas that enables physicians to access patient's data easily from any
computer station to support their decision. The importance of this structure is particularly
evident in emergency conditions where quick decisions should be made in locations
where resources are limited, such as outside of the hospital or in the field. Physicians can
access and process the patient's medical data quickly and easily using this kind of medical
imaging software[10]. Mobile technology facilitates remote visualization and remote
diagnosis[19]. As a result, M-3Ds prototype bridges some gaps and provides a future
success for various eHealth applications in the medical domain. The concept of 3D
visualization makes clinically vital tools more easily accessible, and help clinicians to
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save time, improve patient safety and enhance confidence about the treatment plan[31],
[35].
1.7.

Organization of the thesis
This thesis is divided into seven chapters that are explained below.
The first chapter addresses the problem statement, the proposed system, thesis

contribution, objectives and connection to eHealth. In the second chapter, the theoretical
background is covered. It involves types of tumors, types of imaging modalities, types of
main using algorithms and the imaging of the tumor. While in chapter three, the literature
review and related work are presented. And in chapter four, an architecture overview of
the proposed system including segmentation process of 2D DICOM images (Input),
feature extraction, 3D reconstruction (system output) and visualization via modern
Graphical User Interface (GUI) are discussed. Furthermore, chapter five is going to
explain the design and implementation of software and the study. Next, in chapter six
experimental results are presented. Then in the last chapter, discussion and conclusion are
presented with consideration for future directions. Finally, appendices are going to
terminate the paper by showing all associated work.
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Chapter 2

2. Theoretical background
2.1.

Types of tumors
There are three types of tumors: Benign; Pre-Malignant; Malignant. A) Benign
tumor: Is a tumor that does not grow suddenly; it doesn‘t affect its neighboring
healthy tissues and also does not extend to non-adjacent tissues. The common
examples of benign tumors are moles. B) Pre-Malignant tumor: It is a precancerous
stage, considered as a disease, if not properly treated it may lead to cancer. C)
Malignant tumor: Is the type of tumor that worsens over time and leads to death.
Malignant is a medical term used to describe a severe progressing disease and
typically used for the description of cancer[36]. Brain tumor classification according
to World Health Organization(WHO) are: Diffuse astrocytic and oligodendroglial
tumors; Other Astrocytic tumors; Ependymal tumors; Other gliomas; Choroid plexus
tumor; Meningioma; Other mesenchymal non-meningeal tumor; Tours of pineal
region; Ependymal tumor; Tumors of cranial and paranasal sinus; Melanocytic
tumors; Lymphoma; Histiocytic tumors, Germ cell tumors; Tumors of the sellar
regions; Metastatic tumors. Moreover, International Classification of Diseases—
Oncology (ICD-O) provides coding for the histopathological nature of the tumor[37].
M-3Ds software prototype and research scope are limited to meningiomas and low

intensity, homogenous gliomas. Gliomas represent 70% of adult primary intra-axial,
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intracranial tumors. Morphological changes due to the tumor and its surrounding
oedema called mass-effect [13] it impacts adjacent anatomical structures causing
pressure, displacement and sometimes herniation of certain structures. On the other
hand, meningiomas are the most common extra-axial, intracranial tumors. They
represent 20-43% of intracranial neoplasm. Treatment is usually performed by
radiotherapy or surgery or both [13],[38].
2.2.

Main types of imaging modalities
The two most important and generally used tumor imaging modalities are CT and

MRI. Once a brain tumor is clinically suspected, radiologic determination of the location,
the extent of the tumor and its spatial relationship to the surrounding structures are
required. The technical improvement of CT and MRI, the introduction of contrast agents
in brain imaging and the innovations of new imaging techniques all improve the
evaluation and cancer detection [39].
2.2.1. Computed Tomography (CT)
CT of the brain is considered the procedure of choice for evaluation and diagnosis
of brain tumors. In the past, invasive procedures such as pneumoencephalography or
cerebral angiography were performed but currently it is replaced by CT. A CT-guided
stereotactic biopsy is a reliable and valuable method for histological diagnosis of brain
tumors, in addition to the planning of appropriate treatment and intervention for each
patient. Although MR is the main diagnostic tool for diseases of the central nervous
system, CT is still an essential modality in the imaging of brain tumors. CT is superior in
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detecting calcification, hemorrhage, and in evaluating bone changes related to a tumor.
Also, patients with pacemakers or metallic devices and those who are critically ill,
children or unstable patients represent as comatose patients; CT is the diagnostic modality
of choice[40].
2.2.2. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) stills the modality of choice for the brain
tumor. It plays a valuable role in assessing tumor location, size, and extent, in directing
biopsies, in therapy planning, in the disease prognosis and in evaluating the therapeutic
results. The standard protocols are; spin-echo T1-weighted image (T1WI), T1WI after the
administration of a paramagnetic agent, T2-weighted image (T2WI), T2-weighted MRI
with fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (T2 FLAIR) and proton density-weighted image
(PDWI)[13], [40].
Most homogenous brain tumors have prolonged T1 and T2 relaxation times and
appear hypointense relative to the normal brain on T1WI and hyperintense on T2WI.
While on PDWI the tumors show intermediate hyperintensity. However, some of the
tumors are heterogenous due to the presence of fat, hemorrhage, necrosis, and
calcification[40]. Acquisition parameters of these sequences are not standardized for
different types of tumors where the patient undergoes to MRI protocols according to the
response assessment in neuro-oncology (RANO) guidelines with a slice thickness of ≤5
mm without a gap between the slices [13],[38]. T1-weighting is the most commonly used
sequence for the structural analysis; it also allows for an easy explanation of the healthy
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tissues. In T1WI with contrast( paramagnetic agent), the contrast agent accumulates at the
tumor borders and makes them brighter; this happens due to disruption of the blood-brain
barrier in the proliferative region[13],[38]. In T2WI and FLAIR the edema appears bright;
however, FLAIR is superior on T2WI via suppressing the free water signal of the
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)[13] and easily differentiates between edema and CSF. This
explains the reason behind choosing FLAIR sequence in this research.
Defining the tumor margins in radiology is performed manually and based on
T2WI and T1WI with contrast images by thresholding boundaries between the
hyperintensity of tumor in T2 /T1 with contrast and the surrounding tissue[13], [38].
2.2.3. Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT)
It is one of metabolic imaging of brain tumors with radiolabeled amino acids that
improves the diagnostic accuracy in combination with anatomic radiologic method[39],
this technique using gamma rays and it can make 3D images[41]. It is a useful measure of
brain function as recurrence of brain tumor and non-neoplastic brain abnormalities
following treatment[42], [43], [44]. SPECT plays an important role in differentiation
between brain tumor recurrence and radionecrosis while MRI and CT cannot always
distinguish between both of them. The main advantages of SPECT are represented by
increased specificity and accurate localization of disease and a possible involvement of
adjacent tissues[45], [46].
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2.2.4. Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
It is a nuclear medical imaging technique that is a useful tool in the staging,
treatment monitoring, detection and identification of recurrent disease in a large number
of malignancies[47]. It uses glucose as a form of radioactive agent to create a threedimensional image that represents the functional processes inside the body. It aims to
evaluate normal and abnormal biological function of the structure. The PET scanner is
made up of detectors arranged in a circular shape. The role of these detectors to pick up
on the pattern of radioactivity from the scanned area in the body then 3D color images of
the area are created by computer. Different colors on a PET image represent different
levels of tissue or organ function [47]. PET scanning can provide information about the
diagnosis, degree of malignancy, recurrence, response to treatment, and differentiation
between recurrence and post- radiation injury, all with low risk to the patient. The PET
scan is an important tool in the diagnosis of patients with brain tumors [48], [49].
2.3.

Main types of algorithms for 3D segmentation

2.3.1. Main segmentation algorithms
Visually it is easy to recognize and pickup the region of interest (ROI); however,
doing the same task by using a computer algorithm is difficult. For example, how does
the computer define a region? What kind of features can identify one region from
another? How many regions of interest in a given image? Similarity/homogeneity and
discontinuity properties of the pixels in relation to their local neighbourhood are the two
basic properties that used in different segmentation methods[50]. Furthermore,
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segmentation algorithms classified into supervised and unsupervised algorithms[12], M3Ds segmentation algorithms belong to the supervised category. The following
algorithms are the background theory behind each of the segmentation algorithm, where
each method A, B and C combined two types of these algorithms as displayed in the
flowcharts of each method in Chapter 4. For example, in method B, the following steps
were applied 1) watershed algorithm applied first (alone); followed by 2) region growing
algorithm applied in the next step in assistance with connected component algorithm
(together).
2.3.1.1.

Region growing algorithm

Region-based segmentation is an approach to recognize the region of interest
directly[50]. It is a simple region-based image segmentation technique. Initially, seed
points should be selected, and image segmentation is based on pixel classification[50].
The procedure starts with a set of seed points and then groups neighbouring pixels that
provide similar properties [51],[52]. The pixels of the same region are labelled by the
same symbol while the pixels of other regions are labelled by another symbol [53].
Through this approach it examines the neighbouring pixels of initial ―seed points‖ and
decided whether the pixel neighbours should be added to that region or not. These pixels
are called allocated pixels which lead to its growth while the rest of pixels called
unallocated pixels. The process is iterated several times, in the same manner as general
data clustering algorithms [50],[53].
The selected criteria could be, for example, gray level texture, color, or pixel
intensity. Regions that are disjoint must be assigned because a single seed point" cannot
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be held in two different regions. The regions must cross the entire image because each
point has to be belonged to one region or another. If these criteria are met, the image is
accurately segmented into regions [51].
2.3.1.2.

Binary thresholding algorithm

It is a simple and popular approach for image segmentation and processing. This
technique classified into global and local thresholding [54], [55]. Global if the same
critical value is used all over the image; however, if the critical values are different is
known as local thresholding. Thresholding algorithm converts the gray scale image into
binary one (black and white). Pixels whose value exceeds a critical value are assigned to
one group and the rest to another. Consequently, the image consists of only object and
background[56], [57]. In local thresholding, the original image is partitioned into smaller
sub-images, and a threshold is determined for each of the sub-images. This leads to a
thresholded image with gray level discontinuities at the boundaries of two different subimages. After that, smoothing technique is applied to remove the discontinuities [54].
The output of the thresholding operation is a binary image whose one state will
indicate the foreground objects (white) and background (black) [58]. Thresholding is
extensively used in many image processing applications and as optical character
recognition [59], automatic target recognition [60], detection of video changes [61], and
medical image applications [62].
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2.3.1.3.

Watershed algorithm
The term watershed means that the area of land where all of the water that is under

it or drains off of it goes into the same place , this meaning is used in image processing as
a method of solving problems[63].Watershed segmentation is the best method to group
pixels of an image according to their intensities. Pixels of the same intensities are grouped
together. It is a good segmentation method for dividing an image and separates a tumor
from the image[64],[65].Watershed segmentation is the best method for image
segmentation in the field of mathematical morphology [64],[65],[66]. It segments the
image as a dam and each segmented regions are called catchment basins [65]. In order to
understand the watershed transform a hole in each local minimum is imagined and that
the topographic surface is immersed in water. Water begins filling all catchment basins at
a uniform rate. If two catchment basins would merge consequently a dam is built all the
way to the highest surface altitude and the dam represents the watershed lines. Final dam
represents the continuous boundaries extracted by watershed segmentation algorithm
[66].
2.3.1.4.

Connected component algorithm
One of the purposes of image processing is to identify and recognize the shape of

an object on a digital image [67]. Connected component labelling (CCL) is widely used in
image processing. In computer vision most objects have surfaces and the points in a
connected component form a candidate region to represent an object. The image object,
which is the component, is separated from the background image on binary image. Then
each component is labelled and displayed as output images. Points belonging to a surface
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project to spatially closed points. The CCL algorithm works by scanning the image from
top to bottom and left to right and assigns labels to each pixel and the iteration process
continues until the labels for the pixels no longer changes[6].
2.3.2. Marching cube algorithms (surface extraction and volume rendering)
Marching Cube algorithm relies on three algorithms; interpolation, approximation
and rendering. Marching cubes are also known as polygonising a scalar field, 3D
Contouring, Marching Cubes and Surface Reconstruction. It is used in reconstruction of a
surface from medical volumetric datasets. For example, MRI scans result in a 3D volume
of samples at the vertices of a regular 3D mesh [68], [69]. It creates triangle models of
constant density surfaces from 3D medical data and uses a divide-and-conquer approach
to generate inter-slices connectivity[70]. Marching cube algorithm is used for rendering
isosurfaces into volumetric data. Voxel (cube) can be defined as the pixel values; each
voxel has eight corners. If one or more pixels have values less than or greater the userspecified isovalue that means the voxel must provide some component of the isosurface.
The intersected edges of the cube with the isosurface lead to creating triangular patches.
In turn, these patches will divide the cube between regions within the isosurface and
regions outside. Then these patches from all cubes are going to be connected on the
isosurface boundary to get a surface representation[68], [69], [70].
2.3.2.1.

Approximation (Tessellation)

Datasets of polygons are managed by tessellation where the objects are presented in
a scene or break them up into suitable structures for rendering. Data is tessellated into
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triangles for real-time rendering as in OpenGL and Direct3D 11[71]. ―Tessellation is a
process that reads a patch primitive and generates new primitives used by subsequent
pipeline stages. The generated primitives are formed by subdividing a single triangle or
quad primitive according to fixed or shader-computed levels of detail and transforming
each of the vertices produced during this subdivision. Tessellation functionality is
controlled by two types of tessellation shaders: tessellation control shaders and
tessellation evaluation shaders. Tessellation is considered active if and only if there is an
active tessellation control or tessellation evaluation program object‖[71]. The aim of
approximation (Tessellation) is to make the pieces of the 3D volume are easy-to-analyze
[71], [72].
2.3.2.2.

Interpolation

The idea of linear interpolation could be summarized in estimating a new value by
joining two adjacent known values with a straight line in as sequence value. If these two
known values are (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), then y value for some point x is: Linear
interpolation is a straight line that falls between two data points [73].
2.3.2.3.

Rendering

It is defined as volume visualization that is considered as a collection of techniques
for visualizing 3D functions [74].The earliest methods extracted conventional computer
graphics primitives such as surfaces, curves, or points, and then displayed them. More
recent methods render the volume directly, without this intermediate conversion. This
involves forming an RGBA (color and opacity) volume and projecting it from the desired
point of view [75], [76]. RGBA volumes can represent both interiors and the surfaces
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representing the boundaries between different regions. If just surfaces are shown, the
pictures look quite similar to those generated by first extracting the surfaces and then
rendering those[75].
Isosurfaces can be determined by mapping the similar data values to opaque and
transparent. The appearance of surfaces can be improved by using shading techniques to
form the RGB mapping [77]. However, if interiors are also shown, they appear as clouds
with varying density and color. The main advantage of volume rendering is keeping
interior information so 3D data set can be seen as a whole; a disadvantage is that cloudy
interiors are hard to interpret and the long time, compared to surface rendering, needed to
perform volume rendering [77], [78]. Volume rendering includes these steps: the discrete
data set forming of an RGBA, then reconstruction of a continuous function from these
data set, followed by projecting it onto the 2D viewing plane which is considered as an
output image, from the desired point of view. An RGBA volume is a 3D four-vector data
set, where RGB represent Red, Green, and Blue color elements and the last element, A,
represents opacity. An opacity value of 0 means completely transparent, and a value of 1
means completely opaque. An opaque background is placed behind the RGBA volume.
The mapping of the data to opacity values acts as a classification of the data one is
interested in[77]. Also, three-dimensional arrays of digital data representing spatial
volumes arise in many scientific applications. Computed tomography (CT) and magnetic
resonance (MR) scanners can be used to create a volume by imaging a series of cross
sections. These techniques have found wide use in medicine [79]. Despite of considering
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the volume rendering as a flexible technique for visualizing scalar field but high quality
images take tens of seconds or minutes to generate a 3D model[79].
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Chapter 3

3. Literature review
3.1.

Perception of healthcare professionals for 3D visualization
Perception of 3D modeling enhances spatial information about the relationship of

structure and its pathology. Automated segmentation (identifying the required structure)
leads to signification time reduction and increases the effectiveness of this practice [80].
The spatial anatomical relationship is not an easy task where it is used to be processed in
the radiologist‘s mind. 2D images only tell the clinician the size and location of the
structure. Therefore, an image-processing tool is required to display an interactive image
for clinicians. 3D interactive visual information can be similar to that of a surgeon‘s view
during surgery, and is a more accurate representation of the anatomy of interest, whereas,
mentally reconstructing the image may not align with planes of image acquisition [80].
E. Vegra and A. Freudenthal[81] defined computationally supported images as a
technical solution replacing the cognitive process. Interventional radiology procedures
require the physician to read 2D radiology images as CT, MRI to make a plan and
treatment evaluation. The 3D anatomy of the patient represented by 2D images should be
mentally reconstructed and manipulated to make decisions. 3D reconstructions may
provide a general 3D understanding of the scanned body part; however, 2D images do not
provide detailed anatomical information for the planned treatment. Furthermore, 3D
reconstruction provides interaction with the 3D images such as rotation and zooming.
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3D visualization influences the communication process in multidisciplinary
projects. It provides better understanding clinicians to communicate ideas with the rest of
multi-disciplinary team about spatial images. These spatial images are related to human
anatomy, and their manipulation is required to perform successful procedures [82].3D
visualization and image processing provide the surgeons with information similar to what
they see during the surgery, which provides them with better comprehension of the whole
anatomy. Particularly, some structures, such as the vascular tree are extremely difficult to
manipulate mentally if it is based on 2D images alone[80]. B.M. Hemminger et al.[84]
developed an interactive combination 3D and 2D visualization system. Radiologists and
surgeons recorded their impressions with and without the use of the interactive
visualization system. The cardiothoracic surgeons reported positive results from using a
3D visualization tool. It changed the surgical plan, increased the surgeon's confidence,
and correlated well with the anatomy found at surgery.

However, the radiologists

reported fewer major changes compared with other surgeons in their understanding of the
case due to the 3D visualization, and this result due to their accumulated experience in
using 2D images. This study concluded that is helpful in communication and
understanding for radiologists and surgeons. It impacts on surgeons more than
radiologists especially in their planning for the surgery. Also, M. Tory and T. Mo¨ller[84]
believed that visualization could provide valuable assistance for data analysis and
decision-making tasks. J. Vuchkova et al. [85]investigated the effect of 3D visualization
software on students‘ learning of oral radiographic interpretation from 2D radiographic
images. The intervention was assessed by quantitative means, using a radiographic
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interpretation test, and by qualitative means, using a structured Likert-scale survey. They
concluded that training with the interactive 3D visualization software would provide
additional depth cues, which enables students to develop spatial-mental models of
anatomy that facilitate their understanding of the 2D radiographic interpretation of oral
pathoses. Although the results of quantitative assessment did not support this, the
questionnaire showed a positive outcome of the 3D visualization by enhancing students‘
learning about radiographic interpretation.
3.2.

Liminality and threshold concepts in 3D visualization
Studies showed that clinicians are going to pass through what is called by liminal

space to understand and interact with advanced technology, which will immerse them into
a new spatial space and enable them to take advantage of it by introducing 3D
reconstruction modeling onto virtual reality field. Therefore, how does this kind of
advanced technology affect the spatial cognitive ability? Threshold concept is defined as
a transition through a gateway or a portal that could be counted as a barrier or source of
engagement to the creativity[86], [87]. A threshold concept is stated as a core or centre of
any discipline. The learner is considered in a state of liminality right before he/she finally
grasps the concept then passing through the threshold[87]. It is characterized as liquid
space, and the aim of teaching threshold concepts is to be critical, creative and flexible
learners [86]. Learning leaps are described as cognitive transformation where new
concepts change the learner‗s role and is characterized by enhancing fluidity, creativity,
and knowledge capturing of the learner[86]. Recently, teaching threshold concepts are
required to support virtual reality(VR)[88]. First of all role of the threshold concept in
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creativity should be clarified then the role of virtual reality in learning and education[86].
Molka-Danielsen et al.[86]worked to develop a 3D- recording VR system in education,
the learning possibilities offered by this design are summarized in Table II.
TABLE II: CURRENT FORMS OF ACTIVE LEARNING[86]

Adopted from J. Molka- Danielsen et al. 2013
Characters and conceptual role of threshold concepts[86], [87]:
•

Transformative - shifting in subject perception. It is necessary for the learner to

grasp concepts in any specific discipline.
•

Bounded – any conceptual space has boundaries and yields to new conceptual

space. Irreversible – unforgettable, once learn will not be forgotten.
•

Integrative – introducing new ontology and a new way of understanding.
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•

Troublesome knowledge –

•

Discursive - overcoming the threshold will lead to deep understanding of
knowledge.

•

Liminality – state of mind during which the learner encounters troubles in the

learning process. The notion of liminal space is relatively ill-defined [87].
3.3.

Different algorithms related to image processing and 3D reconstruction
When experts work on tumor images, they can use three different types of algorithms.

Some techniques that are pixel based, those based on the texture of images, or those based
on the structure of images[64]. H. Dong et al. [5] proposed a new method for medical
image reconstruction platform which is developed based on ITK (Insight Segmentation
and Registration Toolkit) and VTK. The itkBinaryMask3DMeshSource class is used to
extract the surface of DICOM series, and then transform the mesh to the polygon data by
the class of itkMeshTovtkPolyData. Finally, the 3Dvisualization outcome will be visually
displayed by the VTK. M. M. Hossam et al. [6] proposed an image segmentation scheme
to segment 3D brain tumors from MRI images by the clustering process. They used Kmean algorithm and the connected component labelling algorithm to link the similar
clustered objects in all 2D slices and then the 3D segmented tissue is obtained by using
the patch object rendering process.
A. Mustaqeem et al.[64] an efficient algorithm is proposed in this paper for tumor
detection based on segmentation and morphological operators. First, enhance the quality
of the scanned image, and then apply the morphological operators to detect the tumor in
the scanned image. S. Mengmeng and W. Shuicai[89]suggested that to display and
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process images in different DICOM formats, they introduce a new method of integrating
ITK, VTK, and QT to process the images in DICOM format, and software was designed
based on the three tools. The results indicate that this software can read and display
DICOM images with different suffixes and can process medical images simply. N.N.
Gopal & M. Karnan[90] proposed an algorithm that used multi-scale image segmentation.
They used a fuzzy c-mean algorithm for brain tumor detection. D.M. Joshi & et
al.[91]used neuro-fuzzy algorithm for the segmentation of to improve the tumor
detection. M.N. Wu et al.[92] suggested clustering technique (k-means algorithm) to
detect the brain tumor in MRI by converting the gray scale images into color images and
then using k means clustering and histogram clustering. P. Vasuda and S. Satheesh[93]
suggested fuzzy clustering technique for detection of a brain tumor in MRI. This
algorithm uses fuzzy C-means (FCM), but the major drawback of this algorithm is the
computational time required.
P. G. Cavalcanti et al. [94] introduced a new technique to estimate the background of
nodules in chest CTs and displayed the role of the simple thresholding-based algorithm in
the extraction of these lung nodules with accurate nodule segmentation results. A higher
percentage of true positive results (TPR) levels indicate the accuracy of segmentation that
greater portions of the nodules are accurately segmented, and this feature will impact
positively on a computer-assisted diagnosis (CAD) system. They believed that this
approach can be adapted and may be also useful for other medical applications and
diseases.
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3.4.

Modes of segmentation
M.R. Kaus et al.[80] compared the automated brain tumor segmentation and

manual segmentation with 3D MRI in 20 patients with brain gliomas and meningiomas.
They found the run time for automated segmentation was 5-10 min. while for manual
segmentation was 3-5 hours. Automated segmentation allowed rapid identification of
tumors with high accuracy and reproducibility. In manual segmentation, The structures
were outlined slice-by-slice by human operators by pointing and clicking with a mouse;
then the program connects consecutive points with lines. A closed contour is used to
identify an anatomical object, and every voxel of the enclosed volume is labeled by the
program. They suggested manual segmentation as the gold standard for interactive
computer segmentation despite its human error and inter-observer variability.
J. Liu et al. [95] provided a comprehensive overview of MRI-based brain tumor
segmentation methods (manual, automated and semi-automated). They elaborated in
these three methods where and evaluate them. Manual, automated and semi-automated
segmentation based on the degree of human interaction. For example, in manual
segmentation, the experts or users must master the information in the brain tumor images
including the anatomy of the brain because in this type of segmentation the tumor is
drawn manually with its boundaries and paint the regions of anatomic structures with
different labels[96]. Because of time-consuming and error –prone of the manual method;
therefore, hybrid (or semi-automated) and fully automated methods are required to bridge
the gaps of the manual method. The semi-automated method is a combination of user
interaction and software computing where the user needs to input parameters and is
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responsible for analyzing the visual information and providing feedback response for the
software computing. The interaction is in charge of adjusting segmentation information
between the user and the software computing. Although brain tumor semi-automatic
segmentation methods can obtain better results than manual segmentation, it shows some
inter-observer variability between the experts. Hence, the fully automated segmentation
method is highly required. In fully automated, the computer determines the segmentation
of brain tumor without any human interaction. As a result, machine learning and artificial
intelligence are combined with segmentation algorithm. Semi-automated and fully
automated segmentation methods still facing some challenges like irregular boundaries
with discontinuities and partial-volume effects for brain tumor images.
Computational segmentation time over a few minutes is unacceptable in clinical
routine. Also, the robustness of automatic segmentation technique is needed, if it fails in
some cases, clinicians will lose trust and not use this technique. Therefore, the robustness
is also one of the major assessment criteria for each new method applied in clinical
practice.N. Idrissi and F. E. Ajmi[97] presented a new approach called hybrid
segmentation, combining the mathematical morphology operators and morphological
watershed segmentation. They had also compared manual and automatic segmentation
methods. For instance, manual segmentation is usually accurate but is impractical for
large datasets because of time-consuming that impact on clinical workflow. Automatic
segmentation techniques can be useful because of its reasonable processing speed for
large datasets; however, if they have: ability to segment like an expert, excellent
performance for variable datasets will be resulted [98].
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S. Bauer [38] commented on reasons behind continuity of using the manual
method by clinician despite the huge amount of work involved in automatic field and
referred these reasons to a lack of communication between researchers and clinicians.
Also, these pure research programs are not easy to handle for clinicians. Therefore, a
huge effort should be spent on embedding the developed tools into more user-friendly
environments in the future. A. Mikheev et al. [99] developed and validated new fully
automatic algorithm based on Bridge Burner which is a new segmentation algorithm
relied on thresholding, connectivity, surface detection, and a new operator of constrained
growing. They found this new fully automatic algorithm provide accurate brain
segmentation from high-resolution T1-weighted MR images. Additionally, they discussed
how these programs have considerably reduced the amount of segmented time in
comparison to manual extraction. Some flaws accompanied this algorithm as including
ventricular and subarachnoid cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Moreover; current tools force the
user to compromise either processing speed or accuracy. B. Fischl[100], they launched a
technique for automatically determining a neuroanatomical label to each voxel in an MRI
volume and validating these automatic segmentation results comparing them with those
of manually labeling the same datasets. They concluded that there is no significant bias in
the automated volume measurements, which are statistically indistinguishable from the
manually computed volumes.
3.5.

Overview of some existing 3D visualization platforms
S.J. Taka et al. [101] reported that medical image visualization platforms work with

either image space or mesh space. Image space refers to the manipulation of image data
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such as Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM); Tiff; Jpeg formats.
Some examples of image space software are 3D Slicer, VR Render, and OsiriX. Mesh
space refers to manipulation of mesh data and corresponding solutions in formats such as
Vtk, nod/ element files, Stl, Abacus and Ansys formats. Before any software development
was done, the software libraries had to be downloaded and built into binaries. In
particular, these versions of the libraries were downloaded: VTK version 5.2.1; ITK
version 3.10.2; GDCM version 2.0.12; C Make version 2.6.2; Qt version 4.5.0. In another
study conducted by J.M. Yu et al. [102] they differentiated the commercial free mesh
creation tools as follows:


MeshLab: It is an open-source tool designed for 3D triangular meshes creation. It
has some flaws such as; no semi-automated segmentation routines and is also
lacking some workflow features such as the ability to undo the last action.



Mimincs: It is the most popular commercial packges that designed for medical
image processing. Its disadvantage demonstrated in a great deal of manual input
for mesh creation. Also, some difficulties with multiple-region problems.



Netgen: It is a freely available 3-D tetrahedral mesh generator, but has limitations
with multiple-region problems.
Z. Li et al.[4] developed 3D image display element called MedViewCtrl which is

simply plugin a PACS (Picture Archiving and Communication System) workstation. The
MedViewCtrl not only has 3D visualization functions such as maximum intensity
projection (MIP),multi-planar reformation (MPR), direct volume rendering (DVR), and
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surface shaded display (SSD).But also with multi-modal medical image fusion as well as
a computer-assisted diagnosis (CAD).
3.6.

Volumetric measurements of isolated tumor
Some of 3D visualization platforms provide volumetric information which is

clinically significant for tumor diagnosis and grading, radio therapy dose determination,
surgery and patient follow-up. Therefore, tumor volume segmentation is required [103].
K.P. Kirana[28] established a methodology to reconstruct 3D biological organs
from image sequences and use the organs (3D solids) for finite element analysis. This
methodology deals with the conversion of a segmented organ to polygonal surface
meshes, and finally conversion of these meshes to 3D solids to figure out its volume. The
research discussed the impact of volumetric information on brain tumor surgical
intervention. Anatomical dimensions, measurements and geometry of body organs vary
from person to person due to several factors such as weight, body size, age and presence
of any cysts or masses as cancer which could cause mass-effect [104]. CT and MRI
provide clinicians with specific details including measurements; however, 3D modelling
will not only provides surgeons with better visualization of the organ only but also with
accurate surgery planning and surgery simulations because of its accurate object
geometry.
B. Preim et al. [105], described the design and implementation of measurement
tools to measure distances, angles and volumes in 3d visualizations. They mentioned that
accurate geometry of ROI (tumor) is necessary for many tasks in diagnosis and surgical
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planning, as in the preoperative planning of oncologic surgery. Currently, in radiology,
2D measurements tool is used to define the distances, areas, and diameters of radiological
data. However, the rough estimation for spatial measurements such as the extent of a 3D
object is not achieved by 2D measurements and the volume of an object is only be
estimated roughly.
S. Bauer et al. [38] they aimed to provide a comprehensive overview on brain
tumor segmentation and highlighted on a volumetric aspect of a segmented brain tumor.
They found that volumetric measurement of segmented tumor assess its temporal
behavioural growth which is an essential step in monitoring tumor growth or shrinkage in
patients during therapy, for tumor volume measurements and it also crucial in surgical
planning or radiotherapy planning. Automatic 3D volumetric assessment of gliomas
would offer the next important step forward for better understand tumor dynamics and
responding to treatment.
G. Iliadis et al. [11], they elaborated on The Importance of Tumor Volume in the
Prognosis of Patients with Glioblastoma. They suggested that tumor volume could be
admitted as one of the prognostic factors. In order to eliminate subjectivity, computerized
image processing has been developed. Despite controversy about the correlation between
brain tumor volume and survival of patients, however, one study [106] showed the
correlation between them.
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Chapter 4

4. Design and implementation of the software
4.1.

Different empirical methodologies for brain tumor segmentation
Different methods have been developed to perform tumor segmentation. These

methods are classified into; Conventional methods, classification and clustering methods,
and deformable model methods. In this thesis, conventional brain tumor segmentation
methods were used such as region growing, threshold methods, whereas the other two
methods are beyond the scope of this work. Classification and clustering methods based
on machine learning that provides an effective and fully automated segmentation[107],
[108]. Since MRI data segmentation is challenging, the deformable model methods would
solve this problem because of including parametric and geometric deformable models and
its ability to accommodate the variability of biological structures over time and across
different individuals[95], [109].
For more clarification, the segmentation algorithm had a broader concept than
detection algorithms. Detection algorithms only try to decide if the tumor is present and
output the approximate tumor location instead of providing a complete segmentation.
Saha et al. [110] described the detection segmentation that it is only located the tumor and
drew a bounding box, instead of extracting it. However, extraction of the region of
interest from the rest of imaging data is called segmentation [12],[38].
MRI images acquisition either multimodal as it combines several acquisitions under
different contrast; or unimodal where only use one type of acquisition as T1 or T2[97]. In
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this work, FLAIR was selected to be the acquisition model. A publicly available dataset
of DICOM images for brain tumors was obtained from online source called Cancer Image
Archive (TCIA) [111], [112]. The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA): Maintaining and
Operating a Public Information Repository [113]. Two cases were downloaded as
examples (Case 1 and Case 2).
In this paper, three empirical methods were conducted to find out the most
efficient way in brain tumor segmentation (Method A, B and C). The computer script that
was used to segment brain tumor form the MRI image and the reconstruction in 3D was
written in Python Language because most image processing and manipulation techniques
can be carried out effectively with Python and with the Skimage Library. Python is
preferable more because of its speed in image processing. The Skimage provides a lot of
functions that can help in brain tumor segmentation from the DICOM image also the
skimage have a DICOM reader which will allow reading DICOM images which are later
converted to numpy array.
The first step in this program is to read the image that tried to be segmented with
python. Therefore, each slice of MR image is read to python then picks the required
image to the segment after that covert the selected image to numpy array. After the image
has been read successfully, the next step to do is to smooth/de-noise the image. Later on,
according to each method, different algorithms were applied. These steps are going to be
elaborated in image processing section of each segmentation method.
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4.1.1. Method A
In method A segmentation method was based on[114], it was performed to isolate
the tumor and the surrounding oedema from the remaining brain tissue. The main using
algorithms for tumor segmentation were region growing and connecting component
algorithms. Image processing passed through different phases; pre-processing, processing
and post-processing. The flowchart is displayed in Fig.4.1
4.1.1.1.

Image processing

i. Pre-processing:
(a) Image acquisition:
1. Loading DICOM file: A SimpleITK uses Grassroots DICOM library (GDCM)
to load DICOM files that leads pesky JPEG compressed DICOM files.
2. Reading the entirety of the DICOM file series
3. Labelling tumor and surrounding oedema:
High intensity surrounding oedema = 1

Low intensity surrounding tumor = 2

4. Image displayed in size of 220 x 255
(b) Smoothening/ denoising:
Image-smoothening is a required step for the majority of segmentation algorithms.
CurvatureFlowImageFilter that implements a curvature driven image denoising algorithm
was used. The math behind this filter is based on a finite-differences algorithm.
ii. Processing:
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(c) Applying segmentation algorithms:
From this step image segmentation of tumor and oedema are going to be processed
separately, then they are going to be recombined at the end of processing.
The aim of this method is to extract the tumor and the surrounding edema from the rest of
brain

tissue

by

applying

region

growing

algorithm

in

assistance

of

ConnectedThresholdImageFilter. This filter labels pixels that are connected to a seed and
fall within a range of pixel values. This filter operates on the input image starting from a
series of given ‗seed points.' After that, it starts ‗growing‘ a region around those points
and keeps adding the neighbouring points of those which their values fall within given
thresholds. The main criteria for seed point selection is based on determining a seed point
that most of neighbouring pixels falls in the same value of this specific seed point, in turn
it will get into the largest area of segmented tumor. In this condition, this seed point
which involves the large number of pixels considered as the best seed point for
segmentation.
For oedema: Lower threshold = 150

Upper threshold = 270

For tumor: Lower threshold = 50

Upper threshold = 100

iii. Post-processing:
(d) Rescaling image:
Denoising and image smoothening comprises pixels with float values while the results of
segmentation should be on integer type. Mixing both of them will not work properly.
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Therefore, rescaling the image is required by applying the RescaleIntensityImageFilter
and its default values ranges between 0 and 255.
(e) Colour depiction:
Then overlay the image through the SimpleITK.LabelOverlayImageFilter which creates a
nice basic-color RGB depiction of the otherwise monochrome second image.
(f) Hole-Filling:
Hole-filling is a very standard procedure in image segmentation, especially when
employing region-growing algorithms. Often, enough regions of the tissue exhibit pixel
values outside the defined thresholds either due to excessive noise in the image or the
nature

of

the

tissue

itself

in

the

given

region.

SimpleITK provides

as

the VotingBinaryHoleFillingImageFilter which in a nutshell that fills in holes and cavities
by applying a voting operation on each pixel. This filter checks every ‗off‘ pixel, i.e., a
pixel with a backgroundValue, and sets it to a foregroundValue if the majority of the
pixels around it also have a foregroundValue.
(G) Combination of the two label fields:
Since the SimpleITK.Image class overloads and supports all binary and arithmetic
operators. The two label-fields should be combined, i.e., the tumor and oedema.
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Figure 4-1 Flowchart of method A image processing
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4.1.1.2.

Advantages and disadvantages

Advantages:
1. Provides segmentation and differentiation for both the tumor and the surrounding
oedema as shown in Fig.4.2.
2. Colourful segmentation.

Figure 4-2 (a) case1 and (b) case2; demonstrate colorful segmentation of tumor and its
edema
Disadvantages:
1. Segmentation process is not applicable for all 2D images slices and it is associated
with segmentation errors as false positive (FPR) and false negative results (FNR)
especially with case 2, Fig.4.3.demonstrates these flaws.
2. Lateral ventricle is isolated as well with the segmented tumor in certain slices as
displayed in Fig.4.3.
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Figure 4-3 Upper raw: case 2 (a) segmentation of lateral ventricle (FPR), (b) Portion of
lateral ventricle is segmented due to similar pixel values with tumor. Lower raw: case1
(c) tumor without segmentation (FNR), (d) segmentation of white matter as a part of
edema
4.1.1.3.

Feature extraction
Since features extraction for method A and method B are similar and for sake of
bervity the author is going to be elaborated this point in section 4.1.2.3.

4.1.2.

Method B
In method B, it based on method A[114] with some modifications to improve the

outcomes of segmented images. In this method, only the tumor has been segmented, and
new scripts were built on top the previous work and added a new algorithm that based on
two studies the first one was done by S. Z. Oo and A.S. Khaing[115] and the second one
was conducted by M.M. Hossam et al. [6]. The main using algorithms for this method are
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the watershed, region growing, and connecting component algorithms. Image processing
passed through different phases; pre-processing, processing and post-processing. The
flowchart is illustrated in Fig.4.4.
4.1.2.1.
i.

Image processing
Pre-processing:

(a) Image acquisition and (b) Smoothening/ denoising: are similar steps as in method
A.
(c) Applying Otsu method:
Otsu method is used to automatically perform clustering-based image thresholding or, the
reduction of a gray level image to a binary image. This algorithm considers that the image
contains two groups of pixels foreground pixels and background pixels[116].
ii.

Processing:
(d) Watershed algorithm:

Watershed segmentation is a gradient-based segmentation technique; it segments the
image as a dam and the segmented regions are called catchment basins. Some of its
advantages that it is suitable for the images that have higher intensity value also it solves
a variety of image segmentation problem. It is helpful in contour extraction and detection
where it divides the brain into different areas including the tumor [110], [117].
(e) Region growing algorithm with connecting component labelling process:
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The aim of this method is to extract the tumor from the rest of brain tissue by applying
region growing algorithm in assistance of ConnectedThresholdImageFilter. This filter
labels pixels that are connected to the seed point that falls within a range of pixel values.
This filter operates on the input image starting from a series of given ‗seed points.' After
that, it starts ‗growing‘ a region around those points and keeps adding the neighbouring
points of those which their values fall within given threshold value of the tumor:
Lower threshold= 50
iii.

Upper threshold= 100

Post-processing:

(f) Rescaling image and Hole-Filling are similar as in method A.
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Figure 4-4 Flowchart of method B image processing
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4.1.2.2.

Advantages and disadvantages

Advantages:
1. Providing colourful segmentation of different areas of brain including the
tumor.
2. Method B is more efficient in tumor segmentation than method A (as it is
going to be explained in chapter five), Fig.4.5.displays the efficiency of this
method.

Figure 4-5 (a) case1, (b) case2, from left to right: original image, watershed segmentation
into different areas including the tumor, extracting the tumor, and output image of
segmented tumor
Disadvantages:
1. Segmentation process is not applicable for all 2D images slices, where there are
some missing slices are not including in the segmentation method.
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2. Lateral ventricle is isolated as well with the segmented tumor in certain slices
Fig.4.6.shows this defect.

Figure 4-6 Case2: brain tumor segmentation with portion of lateral ventricle
4.1.2.3.

Feature extraction
Main reasons of low segmentation accuracy of method A and B were referred to

the feature extraction: In image segmentation analysis, feature extraction is what making
segmentation possible. The feature of extraction in method A and B are: area, eccentricity
and mean intensity. The effectiveness of the tumor segmentation is based on the three
features (Area, Eccentricity and mean Intensity) and these features should be used
carefully. Since DICOM image are produced either through MR scan or CT scan, the
setting of these imaging are not the same hence a specific value should not be sat and will
lead to errors. However, assigning maximum or minimum value for area or maximum and
minimum value for eccentricity is more efficient in tumor determination.
Area of tumor: Area of a tumor is calculated by the summation of all the pixels
within the tumor, and each pixel‘s intensity is not the same with all type of image so
setting a particular area value for a condition to determine if it‘s a tumor or not, is a
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mistake. For example, the tumor in case 2 is too small where its area is below 50 cm 2.
However, in this script set a condition that any area less than 2500 cm2 should not be
considered as a tumor. While in the method C code the setting parameters for the area
were if any area less than 6cm2 should not be considered as tumor. 2500 is too large a lot
of small tumors will not be segmented.
Eccentricity is also used to determine the roundness of tumor, its known that
tumor does not have a specific shape and the shape is irregular only a regular shape as an
eccentricity as 1, for irregular object like tumor should be lesser or greater than 1
depending on the shape and size [118]. Again the mistake was that only this was used as
the criteria to judge if its tumor or not (it is supposed to be part of the criteria). Finally,
the mean intensity [9] which is a function of pixel intensity is the most common feature
used for brain tumor segmentation is the image intensities. This is based on the
assumption that different tissues have different gray levels. The intensity is a function of
the settings in the scanner it should not suppose to be a single.
The main point improper segmentation is that once one feature fails to make
segmentation it automatically declares there is no tumor. However, the segmentations
should be based on the three features altogether, and at the end of the segmentations a
small script should be written to confirm if it‘s a tumor or not by combining the three
features and certain percentage should be considered.
Other reasons could be due to missing applying certain operators, for example,
morphological operator to separate lateral ventricle from tumor. As long as the lateral
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ventricle is attached to the tumor this script will identify it as tumor because the script
didn‘t have any line of code that separates them because the tumor and the lateral
ventricle have similar pixel values.
4.1.3.

Method C (M-3Ds)

Also, it based on method A[114] and alterations relied on [9], [64] studies. Finally,
came up with a new approach. The main algorithms for tumor segmentation were 1)
binary threshold and 2) region growing. Image processing, as demonstrated in Fig.4.7 and
Fig.4.8 passed through different phases: pre-processing, processing, and post-processing.
4.1.3.1.

Image processing

i. Pre-processing
(a) Image acquisition
In this approach, the MRI scan images of a given patient are gray-scale or intensity
images which are displayed with a size of 255×220 pixel. A gray-scale converted image
is defined by using a large matrix whose entries are numerical values between 0 and 255,
where 0 corresponds to black and 255 to white for instance.
(b) Image smoothing/enhancing
There are different types of noise found by several techniques, depending on noise nature
and characteristics namely Gaussian noise and impulse noise [119], [120]. These are very
typical of MRI datasets. However, region-growing and thresholding segmentation
algorithms lead to some irregularities and defects. Therefore, smoothing and
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homogeneous pixel distributions were achieved by applying filters to perform the
required smoothing and edge-preserving. The filter uses a level set formation where the
image has a low-intensity contours (brain tumor) in an image are viewed as level sets, and
pixels of a particular intensity form one level set. The level set function is then evolved
under the control of a diffusion equation [121]. Level set function (level set method
(LSM) are a conceptual framework for using level sets as a tool for numerical analysis of
surfaces and shapes. The advantage of the level set model is that one can perform
numerical computations involving curves and surfaces on a fixed Cartesian grid without
having to parameterize these objects [122].
ii. Processing
(c) Binary threshold and region growing algorithms
After the image has been pre-processed and noise has been removed, threshold algorithm
in assistance of region growing algorithm will be applied to the image. Threshold
methods are a simple replacement of each pixel in an image with a black pixel if the pixel
intensity is less than a fixed constant T, and white if the pixel intensity is greater or equal
to that constant. Binary Threshold produces an output image whose pixels are either one
of two values (Outside Value or Inside Value), depending on whether the corresponding
input image pixels that equal to T value or lie between the two thresholds (Lower
Threshold and Upper Threshold).

More precisely
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Output(xi) =

InsideValue

if LowerThreshold ≤ xi ≤ UpperThreshold

OutsideValue

otherwise

(d) Morphological operation
The goal of this morphological operator is to isolate the lateral ventricle from the tumor
part of the image. After the image has been thresholded, the output image is called the
binary image. They are both derived from the fundamental operations of erosion and
dilation (they are mathematical models). The morphological operator is normally applied
to binary images. The basic effect of an opening is somewhat like erosion in that it tends
to remove some of the un-required foreground (bright) pixels from the edges of regions of
foreground pixels.
iii. Post- processing
(e) Image filtering

The goal of edge detection is to identify a region of interest (ROI) while preserving the
structural features to be used for additional image processing. After the brain tumor has
been detected, the output image can appear to be incomplete (having unnecessary holes)
as a result of image processing. To retrieve the lost information, a method called Sobel
operator, or Sobel filter, is applied [123]. The Sobel, or Sobel–Feldman, operator is used
in image processing and is especially useful for image edge detection. The Sobel operator
is based on convolving the image into a small, separable, and integer-valued array filters
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in both the vertical and horizontal directions and is therefore relatively inexpensive
regarding computation.
(f) Hole filling
After the edge of the brain tumor has been defined. The detected area is filled with flood
fill. Flood fill, or seed fill, is an algorithm that determines the area connected to a given
node in a multi-dimensional array. It is also called boundary fill when it is applied to a
specific bounded area with color [124].

Figure 4-7 Pre-processing: (a) image acquisition,(b) image enhancing;
processing (c) binary thresholding, (d) morphological operation;postprocessing (e) image filtering,(f) hole filling.
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Figure 4-8 Flowchart of method C image processing
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4.1.3.2.

Advantages and disadvantages

Advantages
1. Method C demonstrates high accuracy level of segmentation for both cases in
comparison to method A and B as it is going to be explained in chapter five.
2. It shows good results regarding separation of the tumor from lateral ventricle
comparing to method A and B.
3. It develops with Graphical User Interface software to make it easy for users
without the knowledge of computer programming and for easy communication
and visualization.
4. It provides different mode of segmentation (manual, automated and hybrid).
Disadvantage
1. Automated mode of segmentation has low accuracy comparing with manual and
hybrid which shows high accuracy as will be shown in chapter five.
2. Small portion of lateral ventricle could exist with certain segmented images as in
Fig.4.9.
3. Some irregularities in the boundaries of the tumor Fig.4.9.
4. It is highly relied on seed points‘ determination and with each different seed point
selection, the output segmented result would show little bit different selection of
the tumor, Fig.4.10 demonstrates this point.
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Figure 4-9 (a) small portion of lateral ventricle was segmented with the tumor, (b)
segmented tumor without lateral ventricle. Both (a) and (b) have irregular boundaries

Figure 4-10 Shape changing of the segmented tumor depends on the selected seed
points;(a) SP (64,78), area 19.40 square cm , peimeter = 19.37cm; (b) SP (88,73), area =
21.14 square cm, perimeter = 20.34 cm; (c) SP ( 91,68), area + 22.27 square cm,
perimeter=20.76 cm
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4.1.3.3.

Features extraction

Feature extraction in image processing is a special form of dimensionality reduction.
Feature extraction is helpful in identifying brain tumor where is exactly located and helps
in segmentation process. Features are the characteristics of the objects of interest, if
selected carefully are representative of the maximum relevant information that the image
has to offer for a complete characterization of a lesion. Feature extraction methodologies
analyse objects and images to extract the most prominent features that are representative
of the various classes of objects. Features are used as inputs to classifiers that assign them
to the class that they represent. The purpose of feature extraction is to reduce the original
data by measuring certain properties, or features, that distinguish one input pattern from
another pattern[125].
The following features are used:
1. The shape: The term shape is commonly used to be referred to the geometric
properties of an object.
a. Area: The area of the object is calculated using the actual total number of
pixels which are present inside the object, which describes the area of that
region.
b. Solidity: the concavity of the particle can be measured by Solidity. the
particle becomes more solid if the image area and convex hull area
approach each other
c. Circularity: Circularity represents the degree of similarity in the particles
to the circular shape. It takes into consideration the degree of smoothness
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surroundings. This means that the circularity is a measure of particle shape
and roughness.
2. Contrast: it calculates strength of the contrast between a pixel and neighbour pixel
for the entire image. Contrast is zero for contrast image.
3. Intensity: Intensity is a purity or strength of colour.
4.2.

3D reconstruction of three methods
The marching cube algorithm has been applied to the segmented brain tumor. After

the brain tumour has been detected and confirmed the extracted brain tumor will be
passing to marching cube function as ―data‖ where the vertices and the faces will be
generated to form the 3D. After the 3D has been formed it will be stored as a Stl (Stereo
Lithography) file which contains the vertices and faces information.
4.3.

Visualization via modern graphical user interface (GUI) of method C

Graphics user interface (GUI) overview: the graphics user interface (GUI) allows user to
interact easily with the brain-tumor software, that it will speed up the user time also it will
make it easy and comfortable for user. The GUI is written in python and it has a window
size of 900 by 900 pixels as shown in Fig.4.11. The GUI was created with the python
module named ―WxPython‖. Wxpython is a GUI toolkit for python programming that
allow us to create a highly functional graphics user interface, easily and simply.
Wxpython is Open Source and the reason for choosing it over other GUI modules, such as
―tkinter,‖ is because wxpython provided powerful capability with extensive flexibility.
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The wxwidgets that are used in the brain tumor segmentation and 3D reconstruction
software includes:
1. Panels: This is used as containers, and in this software it is also used as container
to hold other wxwidget such as our matplotlib figure that shows our images.
2. Scroll Window: The scroll window is also used as a container but the properties it
has over panel is that it has a scroll bar but vertical and horizontal, the scroll bar is
used to scroll down if the scroll window is over sized (i.e. the wxwidget is holding
is more than its size).
3. Menu bar: The menu bar create an extra menu for the software, this menu includes
file, which has a submenu ―select folder‖ and ―exit‖ the select folder submenu is
used to select the folder containing the DICOM images and the exit submenu is to
exit or close the software.
4. Status bar: The status bar is below the program the status bar hold the current
folder location containing the DICOM images.
5. Static Bitmap: this is used to view all the DICOM images and added to the scroll
window. The number of the static bitmap depends on the number of the DICOM
images.
6. Radio button: The radio button is used to switch between mode of segmentation
(automatic, manual and hybrid). This mode of segmentation has different
advantages, efficiency and speed.
7. Textbox: This is used as an output window to display results and information
about the segmentation also the text box is used to display the seed point.
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8. Choicebox: This is used to select the type of 3D model to display the choicebox
contain tumor, brain and combine (the combine shows both the tumor and brain
together).
9. The slider: this is used to change the threshold properties of the brain (to reduce
the opacity). The slider is only activated when the combine mode is choosing.
10. Button: when users want to move to the next image or previous images a button is
pressed
11. Render Window: this is used as our 3D viewer, it displays our 3D tumour and
brain, the 3D tumor and brain are both in STL format (Stereo Lithography file.)

Figure 4-11 Graphical User Interface (GUI)
GUI section:
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Tab 1 (View image): This section contains a scroll window that contains all the
images in the DICOM folder, two matplotlib figure that contain the current selected
DICOM image and the smoothed version of the image. It also contains a ―next‖ and
―previous‖ button to show the next and previous image. And finally the textbox which
provide the information about the current or chosen DICOM image, and also it has a
mouse event attached to it (the mouse event means the figure will display the current
location of the curser on the figure this location is further used as the seed point). All of
these functions are demonstrated in Fig.4.12.

Figure 4-12 View Image Tab: downloads images and displays brain dataset
Tab 2 (2D segmentation): this section is used to segments (isolates) the brain
tumor from each slice of the image as shown in Fig.4.13. The segmentation is
accomplished by using three different methods with different efficiency of segmentation
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and frequency of user intervention. These methods include the automatic segmentation;
the manual segmentation and the hybrid segmentation (see section 4.4). In the 2D
segmentation also have the scroll window that views the entire image slices of all the
DICOM and it also contain two figure which display the original image and the
segmented image (if no tumor found the smoothed image is been showed). Finally, it
contains three textboxes two of them display the seed point and the remaining textbox
display the information of the selected image and also result of the segmentation.

Figure 4-13 2D Segmentation Tab displays the segmented tumor
Tab3 (3D reconstruction): the last tab is known as the 3D reconstruction Tab. This
Tab serves as a 3D viewer which was done with the ―vtk‖ library, also with the 3D
viewer. It has a slider that changes the opacity of the brain for us to see the tumor. This
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slider is only activated if only showing the tumor and the 3D at the same time. The
function behind the slider is to make the brain transparent is and done by changing the
property of the skull to reduce the opacity while making the tumor constant (not changing
the property of the window). In this tab 3D reconstruction is perused by selecting the
mode of segmentation. Lastly, a volumetric measurement tab was added to assess the
volume of the segmented tumor and the skull. All of these descriptions are illustrated in
Fig.4.14.

Figure 4-14 (a) 3D reconstruction of the segmented tumor with volumetric calculation,
(b) 3D reconstruction of the skull, (c) See through technique
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4.4.

Modes of segmentation

2D segmentation tab of M-3Ds: this section is used to segment (isolate/separate) the brain
tumor from each slice of the image. The segmentation is accomplished by using three
different methods with different efficiency of segmentation and speed. These methods
include the manual segmentation, automatic segmentation, and hybrid segmentation.

Manual segmentation: this mode is highly accurate because the user identifies the brain
tumor from the background of each slice separately. Manual mode is programmed to
identify the tumor by requiring the user to select the proper seed point manually for each
slice. But this method has multiple user interaction because the user has to separate the
tumor on each slice from the beginning to the end of the complete set of images. Each
image will be segmented manually by M-3Ds to store the location of tumor in the
database. The time required for segmentation depends on the number of slice of the
DICOM dataset. Therefore, is this method is considered very accurate, but requires
significant user interaction and long duration.

Automatic method: this method is fast because only a single seed point is needed to be
selected by the user to segment the entire series of images. This method is less accurate
because the intensity of the tumor pixel may cause the algorithm to fail to detect the
tumor due the particular user selected seed point. Automatic mode requires the user to
select a single seed point after which the program will proceed to identify the entire
tumor, even if it fails causing some missing slices in the result. The seed point is
determined by using the mouse to click on any tumor observed in the DICOM image
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slice. The selected seed point is used to detect the tumor in all other slices. This mode has
minimal user interaction with less accurate segmentation.

Hybrid (semi-automated) method: it was given that the manual method has high accurate
and the automatic method has minimal user interaction, while this method attempts to
combine these strengths. However, it was recognizing the shortcoming of both fully
automated and fully manual. The hybrid mode is programmed in a way that if it fails to
identify the tumor in a slice then it stops at that point (even if there is tumor, as long as
the program fails to detect tumor it stops) and user intervention is required. The main
reason behind failing in tumor identification is that the seed point shift and because we
use 3D medical scanner as MRI that may change the seed point from slice to slice during
the rotation (360 degree) of its detectors around the patient. If the tumor shifts away from
the seed point that used initially the program will fail to detect the tumor because it has
shifted away from the seed point. This mode has both the properties of manual and
automatic method because it uses the mouse to detect tumor and also register the seed
point to be used for the next slice and if the next slice fails to detect a tumor, the user is
prompted to input a new seed point (manual method) and this process continues to the
end of the DICOM dataset. This mode is considered best because it has high accuracy and
requires less interaction.
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4.5.

Extension of method C: Identification and visualization of both gray and
white matter
This portion is demonstrated by adding a new tab to M-3Ds called distortion, the

aim of this section is to display the morphological changes of gray and white matter
because of tumor and its oedema as illustrated in Fig4.15. The methodology of image
processing is greatly similar to method A. More details in are displayed in Appendix 1.

Figure 4-15 Morphological distortion of gray and white matter for (a) case 1 & (b) case 2
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Chapter 5

5. Discussion and experimental results
As observed from the previous chapter each of those three methods have different
ways of segmentation. Subsequently, that leads to different segmentation and 3D
reconstruction results. These three methods are quantitatively evaluated.
5.1.
5.1.1.

Validation by checking the completeness and accuracy of each approach
Accuracy tests
For brain tumor segmentation several different gold standards may be used to

validation. Our work considered the following: 1) T1WI with contrast, 2) manual/visual
segmentation by an expert, and 3) comparing the symmetry of both sides of the cerebral
hemi-sphere (since in our cases, the tumor did not cross the midline). In this study, T1WI
with contrast was not chosen because contrast uptake and image acquisition time after
contrast injection can vary, which changes tumor appearance significantly and it is
debatable if and how the non-imageable component of the tumor should be handled by
segmentation algorithm [38]. On the other hand, expert localization of tumor structure
came with ―ground truth‖ information [104]. Therefore, symmetrical comparisons
between both sides of cerebral hemispheres with expert segmentation of tumor were used
as a gold standard for assessing the accuracy of segmentation.
The following Tables III and IV guided us to find out which method and which
mode is the most accurate. In method A, case 1 its true positive result(TPR) 15.7%,false
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positive result(FPR) 21.4% and the accuracy 63%, while in case 2 TPR 9%,FPR 45.2 and
accuracy 45.2%. However, in method B, Case-1 its TPR 26.3%, FPR 10.7% and accuracy
74.2% and in case 2 TPR 15.1%, FPR 23% and accuracy 64.1%. Hence method B has
better results than method A. But method C proved to have highest accuracy compared to
method A and B. For Case-1, the results of manual mode were (True Positive Result)
TPR 97.3%, (False Negative Result) FPR 0% and accuracy 99.3% while in hybrid mode
the TPR 92.1%, FPR 0% and accuracy 98.1% and finally, automatic mode yielded TPR
89.4%, FPR 0% and accuracy 97.4%. For Case-2; the manual mode results, TPR 90.9%,
FPR 0% and accuracy 98.1% and for hybrid TPR 84.8%, FPR 0% and accuracy 96.8%.
However, the automatic has these results TPR 78.7%, FPR 0% and accuracy 95.5%.
Manual mode had the best results in terms of accuracy; however, its significant user
interaction makes it slow to use and much less practical.
TABLE III: ACCURACY OF EDECTION RESULTS OF METHOD A AND B
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TABLE IIV: ACCURACY OF DETECTION RESULTS OF METHOD C (MANUAL,
AUTOMATIC AND HYBRID)

5.1.2.

Sensitivity and specificity tests for each method with the both cases (Case-1 and
Case-2)
TABLE V: VALIDATION OF ACCURACY AND COMPLETENESS OF
SEGMENTATION IN ALL THREE METHODS AND THREE MODES OF
SEGMENTATION
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In this work, sensitivity is more useful than specificity because it is so important
to find out the method (algorithm) that increases the sensitivity of tumor
identification/extraction and reflects the probability of tumor detection. Table V
demonstrated these results.
Finally, from the previous results, it was obvious that method C particularly
manual mode were the best approaches for segmentation but frequency of user
intervention of manual segmentation will impact on the workflow. Therefore, the hybrid
mode which has highly accurate results with less user intervention would be considered
as the best.
5.2.

Verification of volume calculation

Volume calculation was performed in two levels:1) by calculating the segmented tumor,
and 2) by assessing the actual volume of the tumor.
5.2.1.

Volume calculation of the segmented tumor by the three methods for the three
modes of segmentation (manual, automatic and hybrid) of method C

The volume was calculated by determining the volume of each DICOM image read into
M-3Ds. Then this calculated volume was compared against two industry standard
software applications: Autodesk Inventor and MeshLab. In order to calculate the volume
of 3D object that creates from mesh by Inventor, this object should be watertight. As a
result, another software should be used first to convert this object into watertight [126]and
this software was a MeshLab software as shown in Fig.5.1. Also, both of these programs
were used in volume calculation of that object (tumor). In conclusion, three programs
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were used to verifying the volume measurement and all of them demonstrated similar or
closer results as displayed in Fig.5.2.and Table VI.

Figure 5-1 MeshLab converts non-watertight object into watertight.(a) non-watertight
object, (b) watertight object.
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Figure 5-2 Similarity of volume measuring results of different approaches.(a) M-3Ds, (b)
MeshLab and (c) Autodesk Inventor.
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5.2.1.1.

Python (Mathematics)
M-3Ds software provides volume measurement by integrating mathematical

equation into python as shown in Fig.31. In order to create 3D reconstructed object
Marching Cube algorithm was used. As described in the second chapter marching cubes
is a computer graphics algorithm, for separating a polygonal mesh from an isosurface
based on a three-dimensional discrete scalar field. A polygon mesh can be defined as an
object which consists of a collection of vertices, edges and faces. The faces consist of
triangle and in some cases a polygon mesh can contain only series of vertices in this
situation it is called a point-cloud. Polygon formed of three or more points (vertices) and
a number of polygons may create a surface. In turn, a number of surfaces will form an
object. The volume of this object can be defined by the set of vertices in the triangulated
mesh assuming all the vertices are oriented (all the set of vertices are connected by edges,
where the edges have a direction associated with them) the following expression holds:

Where v is the vertices, n is the normal, A is the area and N is the total number of vertices
The above equation is the divergence formula for polyhedral. Expanding equation 1
which is the divergence formula for a polyhedral by using the fact that the cross product
of the two triangle sides (a parallelogram) is a normal vector of the triangle with
magnitude twice the area of the triangle [127].
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Expanding Equation 2 gives:

Equation3 can be used to calculate the volume of a triangulated mesh. Equation 3 can be
program using Python. A ―for loop‖ function will be used to calculate the volume from
i= 1 to N which is the total number of vertices in the 3D model. If a negative value is
gotten (this happen the mesh is not watertight/solid) the absolute value of the result is
taken.
5.2.1.2.

Autodesk Inventor

Autodesk Inventor is a computer-aided design (CAD) application for creating 3D digital
prototypes used in the design, visualization, and simulation [128].Autodesk Inventor has
the tool to determine the geometric properties of a mesh which include density, surface
area, weight, and volume. For this property to determine the mesh must have
characteristics of been watertight or been a solid, if the mesh is not watertight, we can use
the tool called ―stitch‖ to create a surface around it and make it watertight. The
volumetric properties can be check under file-> iProperties. All steps of volume
measuring by Autodesk Inventor were displayed in Appendix 2.1.
In details, STL files can be imported into Inventor using the Open command. However,
the imported 3D model cannot be edited in inventor. Also, it cannot be converted into
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workable objects. The reasons are that when we import STL file into Inventor the edge
and vertices are not active and inventor uses the edges and vertices to edit a model if this
STL object cannot be edited in Inventor it is impossible to measure the volume of the
STL file. In order to activate the vertices and edge a utility tool will have to be installed
called ―Mesh Enabler for Autodesk Inventor.‖This utility tool allows the conversion of
imported meshes into the base feature (that is the edge, and the vertices are activated) this
conversion may take time depending on the complexity and size of the mesh. After the
mesh has been converted to Inventor workable file the next step is to make the object
watertight (that converts it to solid by filling every hole in the object) this can be done by
using the ―stitch‖ command. When the object is watertight we can check the volume by
going to iProperties, Autodesk Inventor files have properties called iProperties which
include the physical properties of the object like volume, surface area weight and so on,
the volume of the object can be calculated [129].
5.2.1.3.

MeshLab
MeshLab [130] is an open source mesh processing tool. Regardless of the

technology used to acquire the geometry, the generation of a 3D model is a multi-step
process and it is quite standard. For this reason, a tool which covers the various stages of
the post-processing as mesh cleaning, data filtering, range scans alignment, surface
merging and etc. is perfectly able to deal with data coming from dense stereo tools. The
MeshLab Poisson reconstruction filter [131] removes part of the sampling noise and
reconstructs an overall triangulated mesh from the sampled points by also closing all the
small missing gaps and holes filling [132].
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MeshLab provides several solutions to reconstruct the shape of an object, ranging
from volumetric (Marching Cube) to implicit surfaces (Screened Poisson).MeshLab can
be used to prepare 3D models for printing by creating inner shells, resampling/remeshing
the 3D model to make slicing easier, closing small holes to obtain watertight meshes. A
good way to do this is to Apply Poisson Reconstruction. Go to Filters->Remeshing,
Simplification and Reconstruction->Surface Reconstruction: Poisson[126]. This uses
the point and normals using the Poisson surface reconstruction approach and a watertight
mesh is generated [130], [132] MeshLab includes a linear measurement tool. A tool
allowing displaying the volume of a model or the surface of a selected area (with the
brush) could be very useful for medical applications. To calculate the volume of
segmented tumor by this tool, go to Filter->Quality Measure and Computation>Compute Geometric Measure. All of these steps were illustrated in Appendix 2.2.
TABLE VI: VERIFICATION BY VOLUME MEASURMENTS OF 3D
RECONSTRUCTED TUMOR OF THE THREE METHODS AND THREE MODES OF
METHOD C (THE UNIT IS CUBIC CENTIMETER)
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5.2.2.

Volume calculation of the actual tumor
Another approach was also achieved to get the volume of the actual tumor by

using 3D Slicer. In this approach, the researcher outlined the boundaries of the tumor
manually for both cases 1 and 2. After that, isolation of the tumor was performed by
Editing and GrowthCutEffect as shown in Fig.5.3. Next, STL file was created then
imported into Inventor Autodesk to check the volume as displayed in Fig.5.4. Finally, it
was found the results were close to M-3Ds software, which demonstrates the high level of
accuracy of this new software. Table VII illustrates these results and Fig.5.4.

Figure 5-3 Outline and isolate the tumor by 3D Slicer through using Editing and
GrowthCutEffect.
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TABLE VIVII: VOLUME CALCULATION OF SEGMENTED TUMOR BY M-3Ds
AND ACTUAL TUMOR BY 3D
SLICER

Figure 5-4 Volume calculation of the actual tumor for both cases by Inventor Autodesk
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Chapter 6

6. Conclusion and future work
6.1.

Limitations
This system is proposed to work on saggital MRI of particular types of brain

tumors that have the following features: hypointensity, localized, non enhanced and
homogenous tumors as gliomas and memingiomas. This prototype is able to identify the
brain tumor only but it is not able to classify brain tumors. FALIR sequence was chosen
to cross-check the extension of the edema and discriminate it against ventricles and other
fluid-filled structures. The initial ―edema‖ segmentation in T2 and FLAIR contained the
core structures that were then relabelled in subsequent steps [104]. On the other hand,
limited source of DICOM images for localized brain tumor and most of them are
associated with surgical intervention that changes the shape of the tumor and the
surrounding tissue.
6.2.

Challenges
Challenges could be divided into two categories: challenges related to the researcher‘s

background and challenges during developing M3Ds software.
6.2.1.

Challenges related to the researcher‘s background
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The key challenges in this work are related to in the background of the researcher and
the approaches taken to overcome these challenges are:
1. Writing the software: the researcher had a radiological background and lacked
expertise in programming. As a result, learning programming was started through
online courses to get the required skills to create this piece of software.
2. Developing a model that converts 2D images into 3D reconstruction: to overcome
this challenge reviewing the existing literature on current methods to create 2D
segmentation and 3D reconstruction was conducted. This included reviewing
different algorithms and libraries. Finally, different kinds of algorithms were
experimented about which one was more applicable to this kind of software.
3. Developing full application for 3D visualization: By learning how to write a
graphical user interface where it is not just a single push button, it is a whole
system that would be helpful for the radiographers, students and clinicians.
4. Exploring different methodologies for 2D segmentation and 3D reconstruction: by
exploring different kinds of existing open-sources software such as: 3D slicer and
imageJ, and using them to understand the modes of segmentation and ways of 3D
reconstruction.
6.2.2.

Challenges during developing M3Ds software

Other challenges could be classified into the followings:
6.2.2.1.

2D Segmentation challenges


Extracting the tumor
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While extracting the brain tumor from the DICOM image there was challenges in
the efficiency of the extraction process. The efficiency was low because of the
pixel information. The pixel of soft tissue also fell within the range of the pixel of
the brain tumor so when the brain tumor was extracted the soft tissue was also
would be extracted. Therefore, determination of seed point was the solution to this
challenge.


Disjoining the tumor from lateral ventricle.

If the tumor is in contact with the lateral ventricle, it will also be extracted with
the brain tumor thereby not given the brain tumor the right geometry, this is
because the pixel of the lateral ventricle is also in the range of the brain tumor.
The solution this was to use the shape of the tumor to determine if it's only tumor
or is connected to lateral ventricle because the shape of the brain tumor looks like
a disk shape.


Reading the DICOM file.

In this work skimage library was used to achieve the segmentation of the brain
tumor and this library only accept the processing of numpy array, the challenge
was to convert the MR DICOM images to numpy array. The solution was to load
the entire DICOM images from beginning to the end and convert them to a numpy
array in a single matrix of M by N where M is the number of DICOM image in the
directory and N is the numpay array of the converted DICOM image.
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Loading and storing the seed point of automatic mode

The hybrid and automatic modes was not achieved easily there was a problem
how to know the best seed point for each image. Because the best seed point for
DICOM image X may be different from DICOM image Y (x, y can represent any
DICOM image with tumor). To achieve a possible solution for this problem a
database storing the information of the seed point of each DICOM image was
introduced (the database is in a text file which is stored in the seed folder of the
directory) the database is created automatically on running the program. The
storing of the seed point information is the key to effectiveness of the hybrid mode
also a further research may be done on machine learning using this information.
6.2.1.2.

3D reconstruction challenges


Thresholding

When displaying both the brain and the tumor at the same time because the two
object are solid the biggest object, which is the brain will over shadow the
smallest objects which is the brain tumor. The challenge was to reduce the
threshold of the brain so as to see the brain tumor. This was done in a way that the
brain threshold was changed on each production of the brain3D and it takes 20
minutes on each production. The solution was infeasible because its time
consuming another solution was developed by introducing alpha channel of the
brain (opacity), since the brain and brain tumor are different objects, so the
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opacity of the brain could be controlled to allow us to see the position and location
of the brain tumor without consuming time.


Displaying both the tumor and the brain

Displaying both the brain and brain tumor on the same 3D window at the same
time was also a big challenge but this challenge was prevailed by tricking the 3D
window that is loading the same object twice without resetting the 3D window.


Auto and hybrid 3D

When making 3D object from the manual mode is very simple but in auto and
hybrid mode is complex because the seed point is not inputted. So successful
loading of the stored seed point in the database was an effective method.


Adherence in between the tumor and 3D tumor showing with lateral ventricle.

This was the biggest problem related to 3D visualization because the effectiveness
of the 3D reconstruction is determined by how the 3D object looks like. The
challenge was that there was adherence between the solid object of the tumor and
gives incorrect geometrical shape of the tumor because the lateral ventricle for
lesser extent was included. This was solved by effective 2D segmentation (as
mentioned in chapter four).
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6.3.

Future directions

One of the main contributions of 3D cancer visualization software is the reduction of the
cognitive demands needed by health care professionals, and the improvement of depth
perception in medical augmented and virtual reality that is required in diagnosis and
surgical planning. In augmented reality systems, the viewer perceives a real world
simultaneously superimposed with virtual objects [133]. However, virtual reality
environments provides a high level of immersion where the viewer is a part of a modeled
scene and full immersion can be achieved as a CAVE system (a room with multiwall
projections that used in flight simulators) [133]. Therefore, leveraging the 3D model
repository would provide the resources to generate the holographic in-situ 3D
visualization of brain tumor for education and treatment. Applying our model to a device
like the Microsoft HoloLens [134] or the MAD Gaze X5 offers an immersive real time
experience by overlaying three-dimensional holographic models in-situ within the user‘s
field-of-view, conceptually similar to surgeon‘s view during the operation. From this
point, M-3Ds was designed to directly provide the 3D model for the mixed reality by
using Hololens as shown in Fig.6.1.

This type of support visualization leads to enhanced spatial orientation and navigation,
and is meant to replace the cognitive process required of physicians [6]. All of these
factors play a part in the clinician‘s decision of whether the patient should undergo
interventional procedures (invasive) or treatment planning (non-invasive) procedures. For
example, 2D planning of radiotherapy for 3D tumor leads to a large volume of irradiation
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for the normal surrounding tissues. However, 3D visualization provides accurate tumor
localization and maximum sparing of normal tissue, which mitigates the disadvantage of
radiotherapy especially if applied with augmented reality. Further academic works were
performed in different fields of 3D virtual reality as virtual surgery, virtual radiology, and
virtual endoscopy. In conclusion, developing of an accurate framework for in-situ
visualization and immersion application (VIA) that address 3D visualization and isolation
of the tumor at the same time suitable for augmented and virtual reality should be
established. According the previous results, it was found that hybrid mode offers the best
solutions for tumor segmentation in term of accuracy and significant user intervention
that enhances the decision making of health care professionals.

Figure 6.1: Initial work with Augmented Reality, (a) six points serve as anatomical
landmarks, (b) clicking by two fingers to apply the hologram (c) 3D model is projected on
the patient‘s head, (d) See-through technique by changing the skull transparency to
localize the tumor.
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It is a helpful tool and has a potential to be considered as a part of Clinical
Decision Support System (CDSS) especially if machine-learning techniques are applied
in future. Furthermore, this proposed software work as a mobile technology where it
could be consider as a portable workstation if provided with additional functionalities that
could increase the clinicians‘ performance. Also, as a telediagnostic imaging support
system particularly if the 3D object is down sized.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Distortion
In this Tab segmentation method was based on [114], it was performed to separate
the white matter from gray matter and displayed the mass effect of tumor and the
surrounding edema on these structures. The main using algorithms for tumor
segmentation were region growing and connecting component algorithms. Image
processing passed through different phases; pre-processing, processing and postprocessing.
Image processing
i. Pre-processing:
(a) Image acquisition:
5. Loading DICOM file: A SimpleITK use Grassroots DICOM library (GDCM)
to load DICOM files that leads pesky JPEG compressed DICOM files.
6. Reading the entirety of the DICOM file series
7. Labelling white and gray matters:
High intensity of white matter = 1

Low intensity gray matter = 2

8. Image displayed in size of 220 x 255
(b) Smoothening/ denoising:
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Image-smoothening is a required step for the majority of segmentation algorithms.
Smoothening the image with CurvatureFlowImageFilter that implements a curvature
driven image denoising algorithm. The math behind this filter is based on a finitedifferences algorithm and is quite convoluted.
ii. Processing:
(c) Applying segmentation algorithms:
From this step image segmentation of white and gray matters are going to be processed
separately, then they are going to be recombined at the end of processing as demonstrated
in the flowchart
The aim of this method is separate the white matter from gray matter by applying region
growing algorithm in assistance of ConnectedThresholdImageFilter. This filter labels
pixels that are connected to a seed and fall within a range of pixel values. This filter
operates on the input image starting from a series of given ‗seed points.' After that, it
starts ‗growing‘ a region around those points and keeps adding the neighbouring points of
those which their values fall within given thresholds.
For gray matter: Lower threshold = 150

Upper threshold= 270

For white matter: Lower threshold = 130

Upper threshold = 190

iii. Post-processing:
(d) Rescaling image:
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Denoising and image smoothening comprises pixels with float values while the results of
segmentation should be on integer type. Mixing both of them will not work properly.
Therefore, rescaling the image is required by applying the RescaleIntensityImageFilter
and its default values ranges between 0 and 255.
(e) Colour depiction:
Then overlay the image through the SimpleITK.LabelOverlayImageFilterwhich creates a
nice basic-color RGB depiction of the otherwise monochrome 2nd image.
(f) Hole-Filling:
Hole-filling is a very standard procedure in image segmentation, especially when
employing region-growing algorithms. Often, enough regions of the tissue exhibit pixel
values outside the defined thresholds either due to excessive noise in the image or the
nature of the tissue itself in the given region. SimpleITK provides as
the VotingBinaryHoleFillingImageFilter which in a nutshell that fills in holes and cavities
by applying a voting operation on each pixel. This filter checks every ‗off‘ pixel, i.e., a
pixel with a backgroundValue, and sets it to a foregroundValue if the majority of the
pixels around it also have a foregroundValue.
(G) Combination of the two label fields:
Since the SimpleITK.Image class overloads and supports all binary and arithmetic
operators. The two label-fields should be combined, i.e., the tumor and oedema.
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Figure 1: (Appendix 1) Distortion tab differentiates the grey and white matter (black
region: tumor, white region: edema, green area: grey matter and blue area: white
matter)
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Figure 2: (Appindex1) Flowchart processing of white and grey matter distortion
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Appendix 2: Volume calculation software programs

2.1.

Autodesk Inventor

Figure 3: (Appendix 2.1) Open STL.file

Figure 4: (Appendix 2.1) Visibility
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Figure 5: (Appendix 2.1) converts to base feature

Figure 6: (Appendix 2.1) Press composite to start stitching
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Figure 7: (Appendix 2.1) Apply stitching

Figure 8: (Appendix 2.1) No open edges
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Figure 9: (Appendix 2.1) stitching is done

Figure 10: (Appendix 2.1) from iProperties --> Physical--> Update--> the volume is
calculated
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2.2.

MeshLab

Figure 11: (Appendix 2.2) Import mesh

Figure 12: (Appendix 2.2) Filters--> Quality measure and computation--> Compute
Geometric measures
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Figure 13: (Appendix 2.2) shows it is not watertight

Figure 14 :( Appendix 2.2) In order to convert it into watertight: Filter-->Remeshing
-->Samplification and reconstruction--> Surface Reconstruction: Poisson
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Figure 15: (Appendix 2.2) Apply

Figure 16: (Appendix 2.2) watertight object
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Figure 17: (Appendix 2.2) Now the tumor is watertight and it can be measured by
MeshLab. Filters--> Quality measure and computation--> Compute Geometric measures.
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Appendix 3: Texts file for area and perimeter of each segmentation mode
Image properties (Hybrid/semi automated)
Slice 36Area= 0 perimeter= 0
Slice 37Area= 0 perimeter= 0
Slice 38Area= 17 perimeter= 14.0710678119
Slice 39Area= 80 perimeter= 26.5985425456
Slice 40Area= 290 perimeter= 75.5979797464
Slice 41Area= 165 perimeter= 51.2842712475
Slice 42Area= 211 perimeter= 61.3553390593
Slice 43Area= 278 perimeter= 78.5979797464
Slice 44Area= 560 perimeter= 127.39696962
Slice 45Area= 839 perimeter= 149.43860018
Slice 46Area= 528 perimeter= 114.568542495
Slice 47Area= 955 perimeter= 159.09545443
Slice 48Area= 825 perimeter= 141.781745931
Slice 49Area= 870 perimeter= 131.539105243
Slice 50Area= 960 perimeter= 133.639610307
Slice 51Area= 1093 perimeter= 146.468037432
Slice 52Area= 1251 perimeter= 157.710678119
Slice 53Area= 1417 perimeter= 165.781745931
Slice 54Area= 1616 perimeter= 174.024386618
Slice 55Area= 1840 perimeter= 180.852813742
Slice 56Area= 1791 perimeter= 183.852813742
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Slice 57Area= 2095 perimeter= 194.509667992
Slice 58Area= 2032 perimeter= 183.681240867
Slice 59Area= 2090 perimeter= 189.09545443
Slice 60Area= 2194 perimeter= 203.237590053
Slice 61Area= 2231 perimeter= 205.823376491
Slice 62Area= 2118 perimeter= 203.237590053
Slice 63Area= 2082 perimeter= 201.48023074
Slice 64Area= 2084 perimeter= 206.965512115
Slice 65Area= 2306 perimeter= 224.894444303
Slice 66Area= 2404 perimeter= 231.965512115
Slice 67Area= 2580 perimeter= 277.906637612
Slice 68Area= 2363 perimeter= 256.350288425
Slice 69Area= 1918 perimeter= 222.758405333
Slice 70Area= 1547 perimeter= 196.379725677
Slice 71Area= 930 perimeter= 152.367532368
Slice 72Area= 459 perimeter= 96.9116882454
Slice 73Area= 0 perimeter= 0
Slice 74Area= 0 perimeter= 0
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Image properties (Manual)
Slice 34Area= 0 perimeter= 0
Slice 35Area= 0 perimeter= 0
Slice 36Area= 24 perimeter= 15.6568542495
Slice 37Area= 28 perimeter= 18.4852813742
Slice 38Area= 31 perimeter= 19.4852813742
Slice 39Area= 51 perimeter= 25.4852813742
Slice 40Area= 148 perimeter= 52.941125497
Slice 41Area= 165 perimeter= 51.2842712475
Slice 42Area= 212 perimeter= 62.3553390593
Slice 43Area= 262 perimeter= 68.7695526217
Slice 44Area= 499 perimeter= 119.74011537
Slice 45Area= 516 perimeter= 111.982756057
Slice 46Area= 534 perimeter= 116.325901808
Slice 47Area= 712 perimeter= 132.639610307
Slice 48Area= 803 perimeter= 138.367532368
Slice 49Area= 870 perimeter= 131.539105243
Slice 50Area= 960 perimeter= 133.639610307
Slice 51Area= 1093 perimeter= 146.468037432
Slice 52Area= 1248 perimeter= 157.539105243
Slice 53Area= 1416 perimeter= 166.610173055
Slice 54Area= 1609 perimeter= 173.43860018
Slice 55Area= 1828 perimeter= 181.681240867
Slice 56Area= 1795 perimeter= 183.43860018
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Slice 57Area= 1917 perimeter= 199.752308679
Slice 58Area= 1921 perimeter= 183.681240867
Slice 59Area= 2016 perimeter= 190.409162928
Slice 60Area= 2182 perimeter= 204.066017178
Slice 61Area= 2198 perimeter= 206.651803616
Slice 62Area= 2104 perimeter= 203.48023074
Slice 63Area= 2055 perimeter= 202.208152802
Slice 64Area= 2101 perimeter= 207.379725677
Slice 65Area= 2088 perimeter= 209.894444303
Slice 66Area= 2152 perimeter= 218.13708499
Slice 67Area= 2256 perimeter= 231.622366364
Slice 68Area= 2101 perimeter= 234.279220614
Slice 69Area= 1784 perimeter= 213.030483272
Slice 70Area= 1365 perimeter= 180.308657865
Slice 71Area= 919 perimeter= 150.953318806
Slice 72Area= 78 perimeter= 33.8994949366
Slice 73Area= 0 perimeter= 0
Slice 74Area= 0 perimeter= 0
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Image properties (Auto)
Slice 37Area= 0 perimeter= 0
Slice 38Area= 0 perimeter= 0
Slice 39Area= 94 perimeter= 38.4203102168
Slice 40Area= 154 perimeter= 53.941125497
Slice 41Area= 165 perimeter= 51.2842712475
Slice 42Area= 212 perimeter= 62.3553390593
Slice 43Area= 278 perimeter= 78.5979797464
Slice 44Area= 403 perimeter= 103.497474683
Slice 45Area= 506 perimeter= 111.154328933
Slice 46Area= 527 perimeter= 115.154328933
Slice 47Area= 675 perimeter= 128.639610307
Slice 48Area= 785 perimeter= 133.539105243
Slice 49Area= 861 perimeter= 129.882250994
Slice 50Area= 953 perimeter= 136.26093065
Slice 51Area= 1093 perimeter= 149.539105243
Slice 52Area= 1222 perimeter= 155.539105243
Slice 53Area= 1343 perimeter= 160.024386618
Slice 54Area= 1362 perimeter= 161.781745931
Slice 55Area= 1494 perimeter= 169.43860018
Slice 56Area= 1497 perimeter= 173.09545443
Slice 57Area= 1603 perimeter= 182.509667992
Slice 58Area= 1717 perimeter= 173.43860018
Slice 59Area= 1820 perimeter= 180.994949366
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Slice 60Area= 1954 perimeter= 189.722871427
Slice 61Area= 1932 perimeter= 192.066017178
Slice 62Area= 1885 perimeter= 192.651803616
Slice 63Area= 1849 perimeter= 188.308657865
Slice 64Area= 1827 perimeter= 189.722871427
Slice 65Area= 1796 perimeter= 193.793939239
Slice 66Area= 1731 perimeter= 199.823376491
Slice 67Area= 1708 perimeter= 197.379725677
Slice 68Area= 1627 perimeter= 193.823376491
Slice 69Area= 1387 perimeter= 176.509667992
Slice 70Area= 877 perimeter= 142.267027305
Slice 71Area= 621 perimeter= 109.497474683
Slice 72Area= 78 perimeter= 33.8994949366
Slice 73Area= 0 perimeter= 0
Slice 74Area= 0 perimeter= 0
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